Outcome after surgery of distal radius fractures: no differences between external fixation and ORIF.
The purpose of this study was to determine the most appropriate surgical treatment from three procedures used for fractures of the distal radius. In a retrospective comparative study, 166 out of 237 patients who underwent surgery for AO/ASIF A3 or C2 distal radius fractures were evaluated. Surgical procedures were external fixation or open reduction and internal fixation with either palmar or dorsal plates. Radiological outcomes were palmar tilt, radial angle, radial length and ulnar variance. Functional outcomes were range of motion and grip strength. In addition, outcomes according to Gartland and Werley and the Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand questionnaire were compared. Further outcome criteria were the treatment time and the number of complications. Data were analysed using an analysis of variance statistical procedure respective of the chi2-test. Open reduction and internal fixation, in particular palmar plate fixation, demonstrated the best radiological and functional results. Subjective assessment of ORIF proved better than that of external fixation as treatment time was shorter and complications were more rarely seen. However, most of the differences between groups were not significant. Although there were no significant differences between groups, our data indicates that most dorsally displaced distal radius fractures can be treated successfully by open reduction and internal fixation. Palmar plate fixation seems to have slight advantages compared to both the external fixation and dorsal plate fixation surgical procedure.